Dutch Cube Day 30 Travelling Guide
DCD 30 will be held in Emmen on Sunday, October 17th, 2010.
The speedcubing contest will start on Saturday, October 16th, 2010.
The location is:

Esdal College
Oosterstraat 78
7828 HG Emmen
Netherlands
The doors will be open at 9 o’clock on both days.
The location in Emmen can be reached easily by railway, by car and by bus.
A walk from the station to the Esdal College will take about 10-15 minutes.
By railway:
From all directions: go to Zwolle first. Then change to the train to Emmen. Follow instructions “By
bus”.
By bus:
Take bus line 2 from the Emmen railway station to the Hospital.
The bus will stop at the Boermarkeweg in front of the hospital. Cross the street and enter the
Oosterstraat near the traffic lights.
After about 300 meters at the left you will find the entrance of the Esdal College.
By car:
Coming from western and southern parts of Holland follow A28 from Zwolle in the direction to
Groningen.
Near Hoogeveen change direction to destination Meppen (D) by A37. (than means: straight ahead!)
Near Emmen (knooppunt Holsloot) keep on following A37 to Meppen (D) - Klazienaveen! !
Don’t follow the direction Emmen by N34!!
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Attention: N376 is completely closed until may 2011 for all traffic due to the building of a new
railway station!
Leave A37 at exit 6 Klazienaveen/Nieuw- Dordrecht , go left at the roundabout and follow N862 to
Emmen.

(*) While entering Emmen the name of the street you follow is Dordsestraat now.
Near the first traffic lights in Emmen turn to the right (Boermarkeweg) and near the third traffic
lights from now go to the left.
This is the Oosterstraat.
After about 300 meters at the left you will find the entrance and parking of the Esdal College.
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From Germany
Coming from southern Germany take A31 from Bottrop to Emden, leave A31 near Meppen and
follow the direction to Emmen (NL) by E233/N402. (now all high-way).
Pass the Dutch/German border. The highway is called A37 now.

Leave A37 at exit 6 Klazienaveen/Nieuw-Dordrecht, turn right on the roundabout and follow N862
to Emmen.
Continue from (*).
Although your GPS system will offer you a “better” advice, it is for your own risk to follow that.
In October there will be some deviations in and around Emmen !
The easiest and safest way is to follow A37.
From Northern Holland it is possible to travel to Emmen directly by bus from Groningen with QBuzz
line (from railway station Groningen to railway station Emmen).
In Emmen take bus line 2 from the railway station to the hospital. The bus will stop in front of the
hospital. Cross the street near the traffic lights. A little walk (2 minutes) brings you to the Esdal
College in the Oosterstraat.
After about 200 meters in the Oosterstraat at the left you will find the entrance of the Esdal College.
When you have problems reaching the location call José van der Schagt, +31 (0)6 206 208 60.
We wish you a nice time in Emmen.
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